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Abstract

Many quality assurance tasks require a lot of computing power, especially when applied to large GNU/Linux distributions such as Debian. We used the french Grid’5000 experimental computer grid to work on such tasks. After describing the QA tests we performed and the framework we used to distribute them over Grid’5000, we provide results showing that such tasks can be of interest for both communities. Possible improvements are also described.

1 Introduction

Automated Quality Assurance (QA) has proven very useful inside Debian, allowing the whole distribution to meet the high quality level that has made it so popular. Thanks to automated QA, one can ensure that all packages in a release meet at least the same basic criterias of quality. This is especially important in Debian, where there is a lot of niche packages that have only a few users: such packages might not necessarily get enough attention to make sure they work properly.

Many Quality Assurance (QA) tasks require a lot of computing power, especially when applied to the thousands of packages in Debian. For example, a rebuild of all packages in Debian on a modern desktop computer takes about 10 days. Such tasks are traditionally performed by motivated individuals, which makes it hard to ensure that Debian is throughoutly tested on a regular basis.

The Grid’5000 [1, 2] project aims at building an highly reconfigurable experimental Grid platform, to serve as an experimental testbed for research in Grid Computing. It currently includes 9 sites, hosting 15 clusters and a total of about 2500 CPUs. Since the grid is not being used for production work, it is relatively easy to find time slots where resources are available, especially during nights and week-ends.

Grid’5000 was used to perform several large scale QA tasks during the months preceding the Debian Etch release, with two goals in mind: one was to help improve the quality of Debian. The other one was to provide a good case study, intensively using a wide range of Grid’5000 resources, to help detect problems in the platform, and to serve as a basis for future work on grid experiments.

In this paper, we first introduce the two different types of QA tasks that were done on Grid’5000. Then, we shortly describe Grid’5000 from a user’s point of view, and detail the framework that was used to perform those experiments. Finally, we present the results we obtained, and describe possible future improvements.

2 Quality Assurance tasks

While the Grid’5000 could be used to run many kinds of QA tasks, we concentrated on two different tasks: the regular rebuild of all packages, and the test of installation and removal of packages.

2.1 Rebuilding all packages

While packages are automatically built on all architectures when they enter the archive, they are not rebuilt regularly afterwards, even if their dependencies are updated, or if their build environment changes (new compiler, etc.). This might result in packages that are part of a release, but can no longer be rebuilt from their sources, leading to problems with security sup-
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2.2 Testing the installation and removal of packages

Another test that can be performed automatically is the installation and removal of packages using piuparts [3]. Piuparts is a script that installs packages in a chroot, removes it with all the packages that were installed with it, and then "purges" them (removes the files that were left after removal). Piuparts allows to find a lot of bugs, but also generates a large number of false positives, for example caused by packages that require user input, or that depend on another packages being functional (e.g. a MySQL server).

3 Distributing quality assurance tasks over Grid’5000

From the user point of view, Grid’5000 nodes are systems connected to a private high-speed network provided by RENATER [1]. Nodes are grouped in clusters, but all nodes are reachable directly from any Grid’5000 node. A typical Grid’5000 node is a bi-Opteron system with 2 or 4 GB of RAM, connected to a Gigabit Ethernet network, however some clusters include other types of nodes (Xeons, Itaniums...). A fast and scalable deployment system, Kadeploy [4], enables users to install the operating system they want on some or all nodes of a cluster. During our experiments, we installed Debian Sid on all the nodes we used.

Since our first goal was to reach a point where we would be able to run QA tasks, we chose a simple master/slave architecture, only targetting a "good enough" framework and leaving improvements for later. This infrastructure has obvious scalability problems, but proved sufficient for the experiments described in this paper. Our framework include three central points, as shown in figure 1:

- A "master" node is used to schedule the tasks on all the other participating nodes. It connects to the other nodes using ssh and maintains the connection until each job is over. This design hasn’t proven to be a bottleneck.

- An NFS server is used to share information common to all nodes: configuration files, scripts, and output logs. Despite the large amount of data written to logs, it doesn’t seem to be the major bottleneck.

- An internal Debian mirror is used over HTTP to distribute source and binary packages to the nodes. Since piuparts tests consist mostly in package download, installation and removal, this central HTTP server is clearly a bottleneck for those tests. We plan to improve the situation by adding HTTP proxies on each participating node.

Here is an example execution of piuparts over the whole archive, on a cluster featuring 55 bi-dual-core Opteron systems, with 4 GB of RAM each.

- The 55 nodes are reserved for the duration of the experiment. The deployment of a Debian Sid environment on these nodes is started.

- After 12 minutes, the Debian Sid environment is successfully deployed using Kadeploy on 43 nodes. 12 nodes failed for various reasons (Kadeploy is still under development, and such failures are not uncommon since it relies on protocols which aren’t known for their robustness such as PXE and TFTP). The first node is used as the "master" node, and the script responsible for controlling the other nodes is started on it. The master node prepares the other nodes by mounting the directory shared using NFS, by updating the packages list (apt-get update) and by installing the required packages (sbuild, piuparts, etc). It also, locally, updates the chroots stored in

\[\text{Figure 1: Infrastructure based on a master/slave model.}\]
the NFS directory, to make sure that we will run our tests in an up-to-date environment. Since all tests happen inside those chroots, updating the host environment is not necessary: only the ch-root is important.

- After two minutes, all this preparation is finished, and the master node starts to run tasks on the slave nodes (4 tasks are started concurrently on each node, to make as much use as possible of the 4 cores). Each task simply consists in a command line starting a script from the NFS directory: this is flexible enough to execute very different tasks using the same system. The output of each task is written to the NFS directory, so one can review it later.

- After 3 hours and 46 minutes, the 18153 packages in Debian Etch were tested using piuparts. The master node exits, and the nodes are made available for future tasks.

4 Results

Performing those tasks allowed to find a number of problems on the Grid’5000 clusters, including misconfigurations, a kernel bug, and random failures that were never noticed before. Such tasks, or very similar tasks, might be included in a test suite aimed at checking the platform.

From the Debian QA point of view, those tests resulted in more than 150 release critical bugs [5] reported and fixed in Etch (98 from rebuilds, and 65 from installation testing). This work has been generally welcomed by Debian developers, and some of them provided feedback and ideas for other tests, as seen in the bug reports [5].

While a full rebuild of all 10217 source packages in Debian takes about 10 days on a modern computer (for example, if using a single Grid’5000 node), we were able to rebuild it in less than 7 hours and 30 minutes, by distributing the package builds over the nodes (we chose not to build more than one package per node at a time). This is only caused by the fact that OpenOffice takes this time to build on a Grid’5000 node: it is therefore not possible to perform a shorter full rebuild (as shown on figure 2). Some other packages that take a long time to build are listed in table 1.

As shown in figure 3, most packages build in a very short time, and only a few packages take a long time to build. It should therefore be possible to achieve much faster complete builds by working on making those few packages faster to build. The most easy way to improve that would be to use several CPUs when building, but Debian doesn’t have a standardized way to tell packages to use more than one CPU when building (see Debian bug #209008).

Installation testing made it possible to benefit from a similar speed-up, going from about 5 days on a single computer to about 4 hours. By removing some bottlenecks in our infrastructure, it should be possible to reduce this time even further, since this test can be very easily distributed to a larger number of nodes.

5 Conclusion and future work

The use of Grid’5000 for Debian QA work has proven to be able to help significantly the search for bugs, allowing to find and report more a lot of release critical bugs in the months preceding the release of Debian
Etch. We plan to continue such work after the release of Etch, targeting other kind of issues (not necessarily serious issues).

Tasks such as rebuilding all packages in Debian or package installation testing are particularly well suited to this kind of resources, since it is possible to run them in parallel on a very large number of nodes. This allow a linear speed-up compared to running them on one computer.

However, there are still several areas where the process could be improved in the future:

- The infrastructure used to run such tasks inside Grid’5000 could be improved by making it more robust, more scalable and more manageable: the current architecture is clearly not a good example of what one should do. We are planning to move this infrastructure to a remote execution and control system developed in the LIG (Laboratoire d’Informatique de Grenoble) laboratory. This should benefit both parties by providing a challenging testbed.

- Piuparts testing is very easy to distribute over a large number of nodes. Package rebuilds are harder, since some packages take a very long time to build: the total build time is constrained by the build time of the longest package. We should try to optimize the build time of the packages that take the longest time. Another problem we encountered with Debian packages was false positives: making packages more piuparts-friendly would make testing much easier.

- Finally, the biggest problem we encountered was the lack of manpower for reviewing the logs. QA tasks are traditionally performed individually, which works very well when one rebuilds the archive on his own system. However, with Grid’5000, we are able to generate data much faster than we will ever be able to analyze it. We developed tools to do some parts of the analysis automatically, but this only reduced slightly the time taken by the reviewing of logs.
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